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A recursive graph is a graph whose edge set and vertex set are both recursive. Although the 
chromatic number of a recursive group G (denoted X(G)) cannot be determined recursively, it 
can be determined if queries to the halting set are allowed. We show that the problem of 
determining the chromatic number of a recursive graph with a minimum number of queries to 
the halting set. is close$ related to the unbounded search problem. In particular if f is a 
nondecreasing function such that Ci~o2-r(” is effectively computable, then there is an 
algorithm to determine x(G) with f(x(G)) queries to K iff CiJ02-fo~ 1 (i.e., f satisfies 
KrafYs inequality). We also investigate recursive chromatic numbers (which require queries to 
a set much harder than the halting set, namely #“), the effect of ahowing queries to a weaker 
set, and the effect of being able to ask p queries at a time. Most of our results are also true for 
highly recursive graphs (graphs where one can determine the neighbors of a given node 
recursively), though there are some interesting differences when queries to K are allowed for 
free in the computation of a recursive chromatic number. 
We continue the study of the complexity of graph coloring problems initiated in 
[3]. All the problems we deal with are unsolvable, but are recursive in either K 
(the halting set), 8” (the jump of the halting set, see [lo] or (121) or 8” (the jump 
of the jump of the halting set). We measure the complexity of these problems in 
two ways: the Turing degree of the oracle and the number of queries to that 
oracle. In most cases we pin down both quantities exactly. Henceforth ‘graph’ 
means ‘recursive or highly recursive graph,’ terms originally defined in [l]. Most 
definitions, notations, and conventions not specified are the same as in [3]. 
References to related work can also be found there. 
In [3] we studied several coloring problems where the chromatic number is 
bounded Q primi by a constant. Were we consider several coloring problems 
where we know that the chromatic number exists but we are not given an a priori 
d on it. 
e folio g defi is needed to state our results. 
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denote the positive rational numbers. reaJ number F is 
if there exists a recursive function f : Cl such that, for 
g theorem: if &*,2+(‘) is effectively 
problem can be solve 
searched for) iff & 
of a graph is similar to the unbounded 
is effectively computable, then x(G) can be found 
a set X such that x(G) can be determined from f(X(G)) 
rdults for recursive chromatic number, with 
of allowing queries to a less powerful set 
atic number, and 8” & Y when comput- 
hope of cutting down on the number of 
The most substantial savings of queries occurs in the problem 
recursive chromatic number of a highly recursive graph. If G is 
(a) X’(G) can be d with an unlimited number of queries to K and 
and there exists a set X such that x’(G) can be determined from 
number of queries to Y and &(G)) queries to X then for all II, 
&O’ rw~~l -1. 
investigate the askingp queries in parallel. Unlike the 
re are sets such th are queried instead of K or $“’ then 
are possible. In Section 7 we investigate the effects of being 
able to both ask questions to a weaker set, and ask p queries in parallel. 
efhre the class of functions which can be computed by an oracle 
with oracle A, using a bounded number of queries to A. 
nction f is in FQ(n, A) if f +-A via an oracl. 
er makes more than n queries. 
via an oracle Turing machine, 
never makes more than n queries to A (though it may make 
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Bounded queries are related to the notion of computing a partial function by a 
set of partial functions. 
De&Son. Let S be a set of partial functions and f be a partial function. f is 
computed by S if for all x such that f(n) is defined, 
f(x) E M) I I3 E s and &)b 
The following function will be useful to us. 
Definition. Let A be any set and k be any number. The function Ft is defined by 
F:(& t - * ’ # Xk) = k&l), * * * 9 XACQH 
where %A is the characteristic function of set A. 
The following lemmas are proven in ]4]. 
I.em 1. If A is a nonrecursive set, then Ft cannot be computed by a set of n 
partial recursive functions. 
The proof of the above lemma easily relativizes to yield 
Lermnrr 2. If A and Y are sets such that A & Y, then Ft cannot be computed by a 
set of n partial functions that are recursive in Y. 
2. The unbounded search problem 
The unbounded search problem is the following: Player A clhooses an arbitrary 
non-negative integer n. Player B is allowed to ask whether an integer x is less 
than n. Player B stops when she knows what the number is. The number of 
questions player B asks depends on n itself. We say that f(n) questions suffice to 
solve the unbounded search problem if there is an algorithm that player B can use 
such that she will always stop within f (n) questions. Bent:iey and Yao [5], Knuth 
]8], and Beige1 [2] have studied the unbaunded search prclblem. 
Optimal algorithms for unbounded St-arch are related to b!nary prefix codes 
and Kra&‘s inequality. 
on. Let L? be a set of natural rmmbers. A binav prefix code for D is a 
bijection from D onto a subset of (0, 1)" such that no string in the range of the 
bijection is a prefix of a different string in the range of thr: bijection. 
Cm. A function f from N to N satisfies inequality if Ciao ‘E+(j) d I. 
[7]. Let 00, 01, 025 . l l be an infinite sequence of elements 
bijection that mups i to Bi is a binary prejk code. 
unbounded search proble e literature is the search for a positive 
inequality is actually Ci 
the unbounded search problem because we 
ber 0. The adjustment to the proofs in the 
need the following theorems. 
entley and Yao [S]). Zf f(n) questions su#ice to solve the 
search problem, then f (n) satis@ Kraft’s inequality. 
(Beige1 [2]). Let f be a non-decreasing recursive function such that 
1 Qnd is flectively computable. There is an algorithm to solve the 
seamh problem by asking f (n) questions (where n is Se number being 
r) if and only if f s&is&s KrejYs inequality. 
give examples of slow growin 
pies of slow growing funtions 
that satisfy Krafts’s inequality, and 
:. First we need some definitions. 
l*&‘x= x I ifi=O, logb lo&-‘)(x) otherwise. 
lo&x = min{t 1 logg’x s 1). 
iogsum~ x = c logpx. 
lSi=4& x 
eigel [2]). (a) The function f(n) = [logsum2(n + I)1 + 2 sati@es 
E > 0, then there exist c constant c such that 
f(n) = [logsumz(n + 1) - (log2 log2(e - E)) logz(n + 1>1 + c 
where e denotes the base 
number. The function 
of the natural og. 
(n) = [logs 2(n + 1) - (log2 log, e) logz+(n + I)1 + c 
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In this section we show that if f(n) queries suffice to solve the unbounded 
search problem, then f(n) queries can be used to find the chromatic number of a 
recursive graph; and conversely that if d(n) queries suffice to discover that 
x(G) = n, then the unbounded search problem can be solved in f(n) queries. 
1 and Gasarch [3]). Given a recursive graph G and a 
number x, one can determine whether X(G) s x by ma&g a single :;uer); to K. 
7. Let f be a non-decreasing, recursive function such that 
andWk effectively computable. Then x(G) is in FQ(f (X(G)), K). 
Ciao 2-f(‘) s 1 
By Lemma 6, 8 question of the form “x(G) s x?” can be phrased as a 
query to K. Therefore the problem of finding x(G) is an unbcun&d search 
problem. By Theorem 4 there is an algorithm that solves this problem.: inf (x(G)) 
queries. Cl 
e. The algorithm in Theorem 7 essentially keeps asking questions of the form 
“x(G) sx?“, with larger and larger values of X, until it receives a YES answer; at 
which point it will narrow in on the answer. If the input is not an index for a 
recursive graph, then the algorithm either terminates or asks infinitely many 
questions. It cannot ask finitely many questions and not terminate. 
We prove a converse to Theorem 7. 
. The partial function 
x(G) if O<X(G)sn, 
Xn(G) = (undefined otherwise 
cannot be computed by a set of n partial recursive functions. 
In [3] we showed that F,K(Xl, . . . , can be computed from xn(G) where 
can be constructed from {x1, . . . , x,). ence if xn(G) can be computed by a 
set of n recursive functions, then Ff could be computed by a set of n recursive 
functions, which violates Lemma 1. Cl 
Let X be any set and f be any function. If x(G) is in 
X), then Ciao 2-f(i) s 1. 
() be the oracle Turing machine such that X(G) computes x(G) 
t f@(G)) queries to for some function jT xn be as in the 
will use the fact t xn cannot be camp by a set of 
partial recursive functions to obtain a contradictio 
For each sequence u E (0, l}* we detine a fuxtion c:(G) computed as follows: 
o(G) using the ith bit of u to answer the ith query. If dxing this 
any of the Wowing three happen, then diverge: 
there is an attempt to make a (Ia/ -I- 1)th query, or 
the computation terminates and the output is not between 0 and n, or 
txmpuatiom terminates and outputs i where 101 >f(i). 
three happen, then continue simulating the computation, and if 
with the same output it gave. Since we can store the values 
, . . . ,f(n) in a finite table, c,” is a partial recursive function for every n and 
0. By the comtructio~ of c,3 whenever 0 s x(G) d n there exists some CT of length 
f(x(G)) or less that represents correct answers to the queries that M’)(G) makes 
to X. That is 
L(G) E {c:(G): o E (0, l)* and c:(G)l}. 
Let u be a prefix of u’. If c:(G) converges to a value, then c,“‘(G) must converge 
to the same value. will use this fact later in order to construct a biiary prefix 
code for the integers through n. By the construction of cr, if c:(G) converges, 
then 
c:(G) E (0, . . . , n}. 
refore, 
(Vn)(VG)[{c,“(Gj: u E (0, I}* and c,O(G)J) E (0, . . . , n}]. 
claim that 
WWG)ENXG): CTE (0, l)* and c:(G).1} = (0, . . . , n}]. 
We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that 
(%(tlG)KcXG): UE (0, I]* and c;(G)l} 5 (0, . . . , n}]. 
Choose such an integer it. Then 
WGMcXG): o E (0, l}* and c:(G)~}j WZ]. 
r 1 <j sn, define a partial recursive function hi(G), computed as follows: 
eshare c:(G) for all o until the functions have output i distinct values; output 
e jth distinct value. Therefore, for a?! G such that xn(G) is defined 
x,,(G) E {c:(G): 0 E (0, l}* and cam} = {hi(G): 1 si s n}. 
us the partial function x,, is computable by a set of R partial recursive 
functions. Tbis contradicts Lemma 8. This contradiction establishes the claim. 
(0, . . . , n), there 
and czCG) = i. As 
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aft’s Theorem [7] implies that 
22 -WI s 1. 
OsGiSn 
Since ]oi] <f(i), 
2-f@’ s 1. 
Letting n approach infinity, we obtain the inequality 
2-f(t) s 1 . Cl 
ia 
ec 
The recur&e chromatic number x’(C) of a graph G is the minimum number 
of colors that suffice in order to color G via an effective algorithm. There are 
recursive graphs with finite chromatic number that cannot be colored recursively 
[l] hence we cannot compute x’(G) from x(G). 
(Beige1 and Gasarch [3]). G iven recursive graph G and a natural 
number x, one can determine whether x’(G) s x by making a single query to 0”‘. 
Let f be a non-decreasing, recursive finction such that Ciao 2-* (O s 1 
and is effekely computable. Then x’(G) is in FQ(f (x’(G)), 8”‘). 
Since x’(G) is a positive integer, and since we may determine whether 
x’(G) <n by making a single query to @“, this follows from Theorem 4. Cl 
Let f be a non-decreasing function. If there exists a set X such that 
x’(G) is in iQ(f w(G)), X), then Ciao 2-f(i) s 1. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 9. The key fact needed is that the 
function xi, defined analogously to x,, in Lemma 8, cannot be computed by a set 
of n partial recursive functions. This is proven in [3]. El 
ft’s inequality, which can be 
ueries to a set 
R. Reigel, W.I. Gawch 
queries to swh a Y do not help; however for finding x’(G) they do. We also 
lower bounds on how helpful queries to Y can be. The most substantial 
occur when computing x”(G) for highly recursive G. 
that for computing x(G), queries to any Y such that K & Y do not 
help. 
Let Y be any set such that K q& Y. Let xn be the partial function in 
8. ‘l&en x,, cBlUtot k computed by a set of n partial functions that are 
8wakw in Y. 
The proof of 1 emma 8 relativizes, with the help of Lemma 2. q 
Let Y be any set such that K & Y. Let Irr‘ be any set and f be any 
i(G) in in FQ’(fb(G)), X), then xi* 2-f(i’S 1. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 9, using Lemma 13 instead of Lemma 
8. Cl 
We show that for computing x’(G) for recursive graphs, queries to K help cut 
down on queries to 8”. We have matching upper and lower bounds on how 
helpful such queries are. 
The following theorem holds when applied to both the class of recursive 
graphs, and to the class of highly recursive graphs; however a stronger version is 
true for the class of highly recursive graphs. 
Let f be a non&creasing recursive function such that E is,, 2-f”) s 1, 
and is e@ect&ely computable. Then x’(G) is in FQ”(f(x’(G) - x(G)), $9”‘). 
By Theorem 7, x(G) can be computed recursively in K. Since x’(G) 3 
x(G) our unbounded search for x’(G), using Theor n 4 and Lemma 10 applied 
to f, begins at x(G) (instead of at 0). Hence it locatt s x’(G) in f (X’(G) - x(G)) 
cries to cd”. El 
f the class of graphs being considered are recursive, then the converse of 
Theorem 15 is true (Theorem 17). If the class of graphs being considered are 
ly recursive, then the converse of Theorem 15 is false (Theorem 19). To 
establish the converse for recursive graphs we need a lemma. 
. Let Y be any set such that P” qkr Y. The partial function 
x:2.n+2j(Gl = 
x’(G) if 2dXr(G)sn+2andX(G)=2, 
undefined otherwke 
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t In [3] we showed t (xl, . . . , x,) can be computed from x[~,,:+~~(G) 
G can be const m {x1, . . . ,x,}. Hence, if x[~,~+~~(G) con be 
computed with II functions, en F$ could be computed with 19 functioFps, which 
violates Lemma 1. 0 
The proof of the followin theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 9. 
(only for recursive graphs). Let Y be such that 8”‘& Y, let X be any 
set, and let f be any functtsn. If x’(G) is in FQY(f (X’(G) - x(G)), X), then 
c jao 2-f(‘) s 1. 
f. Let MC) be the oracle Turing machine such that MXeY(G) computes 
in l?Qy(f(x’(G) -x( )J, X), for some function f. Let xiZ,&G) be as in 
the above lemma. 
For each sequence (T E Q , I> * we detine a function c:(G) computed (recur- 
sively in y) as follows: si late MO(G) using the ith bit of B to answer the ith 
query to X, while answe 11 queries to Y correctly. If during this process any 
of the following happen., t diverge: 
(a) there is an attempt to make a (Ial + l)th query to X, or 
(b) the computation ates and the output is not between 2 and n + 2, or 
(c) the computation ates and the output is i where Ial > f (i - 2). 
(If x(G)=2 and t ut is i = x’(G), then these conditions force the 
number of queries to 2) = f k’(G) -x(G)).) 
If none of these th happen, then continue simulating the computa- 
ticin, and if it halts, then halt with the same output it gake. Since we ca41 store the 
values f (0), . . . , f(n) in a finite table, c,” is a partial function that is recursive in 
Y, for every n and CL 
By the construction of cx whenever 2 s x’(G) s n + 2 and x(G) = 2 
x;~,,~+~~(G) E K(G): ~JE 10, I)*, cZ(G)A, and x(G) = 2). 
Let a be a prefix of v’. If c:(G) converges to a value, then c:‘(G) must converge 
to the same value. We will use this fact later in order to construct a binary prefix 
code for the integers 2 through n + 2. By the construction of c$ if c:(6) 
converges, then 
c:(G) E (2, , . . , n + 2). 
Therefore, 
(~nMYGN{c,“G): 0 E (0, l}*, ct(G)J, and x(G) = 2) E (2, . . . , n + 2}]. 
We claim that 
(~n)(3G)[{c,“(G): u E (0, I}* and cam} = (2, . . . , n f 2) and x(G) = 21. 
We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that 
(3nJ(VG)EK(G): u E (0, I}*, c:(G)!, and x(S) = 2) f (2, . . . , ra -t 2}]. 
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Choose such au integer rr. Then 
G)[(&$(Q u E (0, I)‘, c:(G)j. and x(G) = 2) 1 s n]. 
h,(G) that is recursive in Y a~ follows: 
til the fun~ons have output j distinct values; output 
rufore, for aM G such that 24x’(G) cn + 2 and 
x(G) = 2 
&+21(G) E {c:(G): 0 E (0, l}*, cttG)l, and x(G) = 2) = {h,(G): 1 “i en). 
al functiou xizn+21 is computable by a set of n partial functions 
recursive in Y. ‘Ibis contradicts Lemma 16. This contradiction establishes the 
ChiUl. 
FOP every 99, there exists a graph G such that for each i in (2, . . . , R + 21, there 
exists a sequence oi of oracle answers such that c:(G) = i. By condition c above 
we know that IuJ <f(i - 2). As Observed above, if i #j, then Ui is not a prefkr of 
the sequences 02, . . . , a,+? form a binary prefix code for the 
ugb R + 2. merefore ICraft% Theorem [7] implies that 
which implies 
tting n approach infinity, we obtain the inequality 
z 2-fCi, < 1. 0 
iXl 
I[n highly recursive graphs there is a relationship between chromatic uumber 
ber which will enable us to cut down on queries to 8” 
ow unbounded queries to K. 
(Carstens and Bappinghaus [6J, and Schmerl [ll]). I’ G is a kighiy 
i%uas~ve gmph, then 
x(G) s x’(G) s 2x(G) - 1. 
are al [ll]. 
agrxuo~a aq~ auwa~ap 01 papaau am JE~J sa?anb d JO spun01 $0 Jaqumu 
ap ao spunoq J~MOI pue Jaddn aavId ah *pun01 e pal@3 s! sapanb d JO aas 
gag *axto JE paqse aq 01 sapanb d MOI@ a~ g suaddeq ~?xjm avxa MOU a~ 
R. Beige& Wi. Gasamh 
If f(n) rounds of p queries suffice to s&e the 
then f(n) s ‘s inetpulity for (p t 1)~my- 
et f be a non-decreasing recursive function such that 
There is an algorithm that solves the unbounded search 
rounds of p questions (where n is the number being 
iff KrajTs inequality for (p + I)-ary-trees. 
functions that satisfy Krafts’ inequality for 
growing functions that do not. 
function f(n) = [logsum& + 1) + 21 satisfies 
for + l)-avy-Wees. 
c >O, then there exists a c=oltsfclltf c such that 
f(n) = [IogsumJn + 1) - (lo& IogJe - E)) lo$(n + l)l + c 
3 inequality for (p + l)-ary-trees, where e denotes the base of the 
c be any natural number. The function 
f(n) = [logs=Jn + 1) - (1 log, e) log(n + l)] + c 
c&s llof sati@ ‘s inequality for (p + l)-ary-trees. 
Let f be e raon-&creas&, recursive fiuzction such that Ciao (p + 
is effectively computable. x(G) is in FQ(fb(G)), FF)* 
s can be obtained by combining Theorem 22 with Lemma 6. Cl 
e prove a converse to Theorem 24, in a manner similar to the proof of 
. Ifx(G)isin ; hen Cia() (p +- l)-f’i’ =G 1. 
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each sequence of (0, 1,2,. . . , p}*, define a function c:(G) computed as 
follows: Simulate MO(G) until the first round of p queries is reached. Let the 
questions be xl, . . . , xp. Run all the machines {x1}, {x2}, . . . , {xp} until exactly 
u(1) halt (this may never happen in which case the machine will diverge). 
Continue the computation with the oracle query auswered by saying YES to all 
a(1) elements of xr, . . . , xp that halt, and NO to all those that did not. Assuming 
that the elements of x1,. . . , xp that did not halt are not in K, continue the 
computation. When the second round of p queries is reached do the same thlqg 
only waiting until a(2) of the machines halt. Continue in this manner. If during 
this process any of the following three things happen, then diverge: 
(a) there is an attempt o make a (]a] + 1)th query, or 
(b) the computation terminates and the output is not between 0 and II, or 
(c) the computation terminates and outputs i where la1 >f(i). 
If none of these three happen, then continue simulating the computation, and if 
it halts, then halt with the same outI+ut i gave. Since we can store the values 
f(o), - . - , f (n) in a finite table, cz is a partial recursive function for every n and 
CT. By the construction of c,9 whenever 0 s x”(G) d n 
xn(G) E {c:(G): u E (0, 1, . . . , p}* and cz(G)i). 
Let u be a prefix of (I’. If c:(G) converges to a value, then c:‘(G) must converge 
to the same value. We will use this fact later in order to construct a (p + 1)-ary 
prefix code for the integers 0 through n. By the construction of c,9 if c:(G) 
converges, then 
c;(G) E (0, . . . , n}. 
erefore, 
(Vn)(VG)[{c~(G): o E (0, 1, . . . , p}* and c,“(G)l} c (0, . . . , n}]. 
We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that 
(S)(VG)[(c,“(G): u E (0, 1,2, . . . , p)* and cnO(G)J} E (0, . . . , n}]. 
Choose such an integer n. Then 
(VG)[l{cE(G): CY E (0, 1,2, . . . , p}* and cnO(G)J}l s n]. 
For 1 <j <n, define a partial recursive function h,(G), computed as follows: 
Timeshare c:(G) for all u until the functions have output j distinct values; output 
the jth distinct value. Therefore, for all G such that x”(G) is defined 
x,(G) E (c:(G): (I E (0, 1,2, . . . , p}* and c,“G)J} = {hj(G): 1 s j sn). 
Thus the id function xn is co table by a set of n partial recursive 
functions. contradicts Lemma 8. 1s contradiction establishes the cla 
For every n, there exists a graph G such that for each i in 
exists a se 
crj is not a prefix of op erefore the sequences 
Pre e for the integers 1 n. erefore 
at 
other we decrease the of queries 
Note that the function p Xf(n) satisfies the unctions of Theorem 7. 
nce there is an algorithm that computes x(G) using p xf@(G)) queries to K. 
() be the machine that computes that algorithm. By the note following 
7 the agony in Theorem 7 only diverges by asking ~~t~~y many 
ace the following set A is Turing equivalent to K: 
A = {(e, i) 1 the itb query made in the “(e) imputation answer 
compute x(G), first query 
~~((e, 0, (e, 2), (e, 3), - . - f kp)) 
and then do the computation A@(e) knowing the East p answers to queries that 
be asked. If the ~rnpu~~on does not terminate, then query 
Fg((e, p + 0, (e, p + 2), (e, p + 3), . . . 3 (e, 2~)) 
this process until the ~rnputa~o~ ends. 
s to F$ is (f(X(G)) x p)/p = f (x(G)). Cl 
be my set and f be any fimtion. If X(G) is in 
c&@ 2-pf ti) s 1. 
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1)-f@) d 1 
Let f be a non-decreasing, recursive function such that Ci>o (p + 
anh is effectively computable. Then x’(G) is in FQ(f(x’(G)), c). 
E. Thk can be obtained by combining Theorem 22 with Lemma 10. 0 
We have not been able to obtain a cc~verse for Theorem 28. There are 
Merent partial converses for recursive and 6ghIy recursive graphs. 
(only for recursive graphs). Zf x’(G) is in FQ(f (x’(G) -x(G)), e), 
ThisistheY=0caseofTheorem35. Cl 
30 (only for highIy recursive graphs). Zf x’(G) k in FQ(gh(G)), 
then for all n, 
This is the Y = 0 351se of Theorem 39. 0 
31. Let f be a non-decreasing, recursive function such that Ciao 2-pf w d 
1 and is effectively computable. There exists an oracle A q- such that x’<G) is in 
FQcf(x’(W F$)- 
f. Similar to the proof of Theorem 26. 0 
eme 32. Let X be any set and f be any function. Zf x’(G) is in 
FQ(f(x”(G)), Ff) then Ciao 2-pf’“’ d 1. 
f. If x’(G) E FQ(f (x’(G)), FfJ, then x’(G) E FQ(pf W(G)), X). BY 
Theorem 12, Cipo2-pf(n) s 1. Cl 
In this section we explore the questions raised in Section 5 in a parallel setting. 
ost of the proofs use a combination of techniques from the last two sections and 
hence will be omitted. 
33. Let Y be any set such that X +T Y. Let X be any set. if x(G) is in 
FQ”(f(x(G)), p;p”), then Eiso (p + 1)-f”’ C 1. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 25, except hat Lemma 13 is used instead of 
Lemma& Cl 
techniques used in the p of Themem; 15 and 28. 0 
theorem is optimal if remrsive graphs are considered. 
recursive graphs). Let Y be any set such that fW#, Y. If 
, then ciM (p + l)-f(i) s 1. 
Combiie the techniques used in the proof& Gf Theorems 17 and 25. 0 
f be a nondecreadtg recursive jidnction s thUt Ciao 2-Pf’i) S 1, 
U&Z&. uch that X’(G) is in 
(f6w) - xv?)9 Ff)* 
Combine the techniques used in the proofs of Theorem 15 and 26. 0 
e abve theorem is optimal if recursive graphs are considered. 
nly for recursive graphs). Let Y be any set such that 4)“‘& Y. Let X 
x’(G) is in FQy(f&(G)), FpX), then Ciao2-pf(n)s 1. 
f(G) i~ in FQYGfti(G)), FF), then x’(G) is in FQ’(pf (x(G)), X). 
eorem 14, Ci*2-pf(n) S 1. Cl 
only highly recursive graphs are considered, then we can cut down on the 
of queries substantially. 
(only for highly mursive graphs). x’(G) is in 
ue used in the proof of Theorem 19 with (p + I)-ary 
e above theorem is optimal in terms of queries to c;,B-. 
hs). Let Y be any set such that 
then for all n, 
TIte compIuity of @ding tk chromatic number 243 
Similar to the proof of Thereom 20. The key fact needed is that if 
Idv” & Y @ F, then ~{~,~-~l is not in 
This is proven in [3]. 0 
If we allow unlimited access to K and use an oracle other than 0”‘, then we can 
cut down on the number of queries to that oracle. 
Theorem 40 (only for highly recursive graphs). Let f be a non&creasing 
recursive jh~ti~tz SU& that Eiao 2- Pfti) s 1 and is efectiuely computable. There . 
exists an oracle A ==4Yn such that x’(G) is in 
b. Combine the techniques used in the proofs of Theorems 19 and 26. El 
The above theorem is optimal in terms of the number of queries to be more 
powerful oracle A. 
. Let Y be any set such that @‘” & Y, X be any set, and g be any 
function. If X’(G) is in FQ’(&(G)), FE), then for all n, 
s(n)’ - 1 1 hm _ 1 P . 
f. If f(G) E FQY(f (x’(G)), Ff), then x’(G) E FQY(pgCf(G)h X). By 
Theorem 20, for all n, p&n) > [log nl - 1, from which the theorem follows. Cl 
e summarize our results in the following table. Let p 2 1 be a fixed natural 
number. The function x returns the chromatic number of a graph. The function 
x’ returns the recursive chromatic p!lmber of a graph Unless otherwise specified, 
a result holds for both recursive and highly recursive graphs. “If X is used in a 
statement of a result, then that result holds when X is replaced by any set. If Y is 
used in a statement about chromatic number, then the intention is that the 
statement holds for any Y such that K #r Y. If Y is used in a statement about 
recursive chromatic number, then the intention is that the statement holds for any 
Y such that fP& Y; unless it is a statement about parall 
case the i~tei~tio~ is that the sta?cment holds for all Y su 
244 R. ikigel, W.I. Gawmh 
is US& Jo a statement about chromatic number, then we are saying that a set A, 
A-K, exists; if is used in a statement about recursive chromatic number, 
at 8 set A, A +P, exists. 
function such that CiM 2-I”) d 1 and is effectively 
computable, 
(218 reFese- function such that Ci,o2”(‘) > 1, 
(3) JFP represents function such that zia (p + l)-fp(i) s 1 and is effectively 
computable, 
(4) gP represents any function such that xi>0 (p + l)-‘Ji’ > 1. 
in some cases our lower bounds do not (numerically) match our upper bounds. 
These lower bounds are marked with * *. We conjecture that the lower bounds 
can be improved to match the upper bounds. In some cases we have the condition 
& Y. These cases are marked with *. We conjecture 
the condition 0”‘& Y can be obtained. The following 
q& Y would sufEce: “If #r E FQ’(1, El), then 
a?!?4 
(a) Recursive graphs 
x E FQWk(GN, K) 
x $ FQyf&(G)h X) 
x’ E FQKWxW - xW)L 
yMf~G) -x(G)), X) 
(b) Highly recursive graph 
x E FQ(f(xW)), K) 
x $ FQy(sCxW), X) 
Tile complexity of findins the chromatic number 245 
x E FQ(f&(G))* $3 
x$ (JII”@ ii, F;) 
(+(x(G)), c) (for recursive graphs) 
x’ $ i?Q( [logh(G))l - 1, c) * * (for highly recursive graphs 
(b) Using queries to F$, where A is any oracle, to _compute x 01’) 
r x .FQ( f tftG)), FA 
P p 
(a) Using queries to FF (q) to compute x w), but allowing unlimited queries 
to a set Y where &Y(Blll+TYorP+TY@ 
(i) Recursive graph, 
x E FQ(f (x(G)), FfJ 
x $ FQ*Mx(G))~ $1 
X’E FQ”(f (Xv3 - x(G))9 q> 
y(gol’(~) - x(G)), c> * 
0 ii ly recursive graphs, 
246 R. Be&d, W.Z. Gmamh 
(b) For this subsection (IV.b) we look at computing x (x3 with a limited number 
of calls to I$ (where A is any oracle) and an unlimited number of calls to 
someYsuchtbatK&Y(P&T). 
(i) Jh.wsiW 
(ii) Highly recursive graphs 
x E FQ ( f’(G)), F* P p > 
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